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ABSTRACT
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) technology has been used to assess the exhaust
plume pollutant environment of the RD-170 engine hot-firing on the F1 Test Stand at Marshall
Space Flight Center. Researchers know that rocket engine hot-f'Lring has the potential for forming
thermal nitric oxides (NOx), as well as producing carbon monoxide (CO) when hydrocarbon fuels
are used. Because of the complicated physics involved, however, little attempt has been made to
predict the pollutant emissions from ground-based engine testing, except for simplified methods
which can grossly underpredict and/or overpredict the pollutant formations in a test environment.
The objective of this work, therefore, has been to develop a technology using CFD to describe the
underlying pollutant emission physics from ground-based rocket engine testing. This resultant
technology is based on a three-dimensional (3D), viscous flow, pressure-based CFD formulation,
where wet CO and thermal NO finite-rate chemistry mechanisms are solved with a Penalty
Function method. A nominal hot-firing of a RD-170 engine on the F1 stand has been computed.
Pertinent test stand flow physics such as the multiple-nozzle clustered engine plume interaction,
air aspiration from base and aspirator, plume mixing with entrained air that resulted in
contaminant dilution and afterburning, counter-afterburning due to flame bucket water-quenching,
plume impingement on the flame bucket, and restricted multiple-plume expansion and turning
have been captured. The predicted total emission rates compared reasonably well with those of
the existing hydrocarbon engine hot-firing test data.
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INTRODUCTION
Russian-builtkerosenefueledengines uchasRD-170or its likenesshavebeenidentified
aspotentialcandidatesto fly theSingle-Stage-to-OrbitRockets.Thepotentialof forming thermal
nitric oxides(NO_)andof producingcarbonmonoxide(CO)hasbeenaconcernfor ground-based
engine testing using hydrocarbonfuels. The releaseof these criteria pollutants into the
atmospherenot only contributesto acid rain and ozonedepletion(NOx), but also posesas a
potential threat (CO) to living organisms. It is thereforeimportantto predict accuratelythose
criteria pollutantemissionsfrom enginetesfmgfor theenvironmentalimpactassessment.Several
simplified analyseshave beenused in _p-_-t for first principle estimates. For example,
thermochemicalanalysisusing chemicalequilibrium computer (CEC) code_ can provide CO
concentrationat nozzleexit plane. However, it over-predictsCO concentrationdue to the
omissionof its subsequentafter-burningwith air. In addition,it cannot predict NO formation
unlessgrossassumptionon the amountof air mixingcanbe made; A perfectly-stirredreactor
analysishasbeenreportedto treat theplume-airmixing2. Albeit simple,theconditionof perfect
mixing betweentheplumeandentrainedair is notjustified. Besides,thereis aninherentdifficulty
in estimatingtheresidencetime; Othermethodssuchassteadytwo-dimensioalanalysisof a free
exhaustplumecanbeperformed,However,the physicsdepictedis far from that occurringon a
teststandandtheevolutionof theplumeis atransientprocdss.
The rapid gains made in CFD affd computer technologieshave made possible the
developmentof a computationalmethodologythat candescribethe pollutantemissionphysics
from ground-basedrocket engine testing: 3D air entrainment,3D multiple-nozzle plume
interactionandmixing with air, finite-rateafterbumingreaction,plumeimpingement with flame _-
bucketandplumequenchingthroughdelugewater,and3D restrictedmultipleplumeexpansion.
In this study, a pressure-basedCFD method heavily benchmarkedfor nozzle, plume, and
combustiondrivenflows wasusedfor this development.The hot-fn-ingof a RD-170engineon
the Fi Standwassimulated. For thepurposeof this study,an 11-species,18-reactionfinite-rate
chemistry set described the after-burning. A nominal hot-firing with water-quenching
(homogeneoustwo-phaseformulation)wascomputed,alongwith two casesincludingthe frozen
chemistryandfinite-ratechemistry(bothwithoutwater-quenching)for comparison.The emission
ratesof thepollutantsandthe exhaustplumepropertieswereComputedandthe effectsof after-
burning and water-quenchingon the pollutant formation were compared. This resultant
technologyhaspotentialapplicationsin actualrocket launchesand in the developmentof air-
breathingengines.
GOVERNINGEQUATIONS
E|
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The presentflow solver, Finite DifferenceNavier-Stokes(FDNS) code3'4'5is used to
provide multi-component,steady-stateandunsteadyviscousflowfield solutionsby solving the
Reynolds-averagedtransport equationssuch as massconservationequation, Navier-Stokes
equations,energyequationand other scalartransportequations. The generalform of these
conservationequationscanbewrittenas:
00q<{"_t + p(u-u,)jq-bt, =Sq (1)
where p and q = (1, u, v, w, h, k, e and _i) stand for the fluid density and the flow primitive
variables for the continuity, momentum, energy, turbulence model and species mass-fraction
equations, respectively, ug stands for the grid moving speed. Be = (I-h + l-tt)/_ represents the
effective viscosity which is a sum of the laminar viscosity and the turbulence eddy viscosity
divided by a turbulence modelling constant 5, _. The source terms Sq, for the governing equations
in 3D space x i can be written in fully conservative form as:
0
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where q), Q, and coi stand for the energy dissipation function, heat source and species source
terms, respectively. G stands for the turbulence kinetic energy production rate which is written
as:
g, Ilfau.i+auil=_2(aul,_=l
c:Tt -tg X) 3Cax_)J (3)
The turbulence modeling constants C;, C2 and C3 are given as 1.15, 1.92 and 0.25 respectively in
the extended k-e turbulence model 6. The extended k-e model is superior than the standard k-e
model 7 in that a second time scale of the production range of turbulence kinetic energy spectrum
is added to the dissipation rate equation. This extra time scale enables the energy transfer
mechanism of the turbulence model to respond to the mean strain more effectively. This extended
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k-e turbulencemodelwas rigorouslybenchmarkedwith fully developedturbulent.channeland
pipe flows, turbulent free-shearflows, flat plate turbulentboundarylayer flow, turbulent flow
over a backward-facing step, a confined turbulent swirling flow, and dump combustor flows. The
compressibility effect on the turbulence is taken into account by using the method of Mach
number correction s'9.
SOLUTION ALGOR/THM
To solve the system of nonlinear partial differential equations, it uses finite-difference
approximations to establish a system of linearized algebraic equations on non-staggered grid mesh
systems. A pressure-based predictor plus muiti-corrector time-marching scheme is employed so
that flow over all-speed range can be analyzed. The time-marching scheme, total variation
diminishing variation (TVD) discretization, and penalty function tretament of the reaction source
terms are pertient to this work and are depicted in the following.
Time-Marching Scheme
The time-marching scheme is described below. For convenience, transformed equation
(from x i to _i system with J as the Jacobian of coordinate transformation) of Eq. (1) is written as:
lbpq= _)_+Sq=Rq (4)
where F i represents convection and diffusion fluxes in i-dlrection.
finite difference form,
First, Eq. (4) is discretized in
1 f, \n+l
--_t l tpq) -(pq)"}=0Rq*'+(1-0)R; (5)
where superscripts n and n+ 1 represent old and new time levels respectively. 0 is a lime marching
control parameter and, 0 = 1.0 and 0 = 0.5 are for an implicit Euler and a time-centered time
marching schemes, respectively. The following linearization is then incorporated.
(pq)"+_ = (pq)" +p"Aq" (6)
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With the above approximations, the final form of the time-marching scheme can be written as:
¢ "}- Rg
The pressure-based multi-corrector solution method
perturbed momentum and continuity equations 3'4's.
can be written as:
OPUi - -VP'
Ot
(8)
is formulated using simplified
The simplified velocity correction equation
(9)
or, in discrete form,
u,'= -_Atvp' (10)
P
p.+t =p. +p, (11)
where [_ represents a pressure relaxation parameter (typical value Of 1.0). The velocity and
density fields in the continuity equation are then perturbed to form a correction equation.
Neglecting higher order terms, the continuity equation can be written as,
v(u,:)+ v(pv,)" (12)
Substituting Eq. (10) into (11) and letting p'= P'/RT, the following all-speed pressure correction
equation is obtained,
( Mw P'_- V(I3At VP')=-(_P)"-V(pU,)"Mw _)P' I-V U i
RT _gt RT J _, igt J
(13)
To reduce potential oscillations in the pressure field, an upwind TVD adaptive dissipation term
based on the density field, which is described in the next section, is added to the right hand side of
Eq. (13). Once solution of Eq. (13) is obtained, the velocity and pressure fields are updated using
Eqs. (10) and (11). The density field is then updated through the equation of state. The
temperature field can also be modified by using a perturbed temperature correction equation. The
entire corrector step is repeated 3 or 4 times such that the mass conservation condition is
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enforcedbeforemarchingto the next timelevel. For steady-stateflow solutions,however,only
onecorrectorstepis usedfor computationalefficiency.
Total Variation Diminishing Di_retization
Second-order central differencing schemes are employed to model the diffusion fluxes and
the source terms of the governing equations. High-order upwind schemes are used for the
nonlinear terms, convection fluxes, to maintain solution accuracy and to enhance numerical
stability. A third-order upwind TVD scheme 4 is employed in the present flow solver. Only the
convection terms are modeled using the TVD flux limiters. The convection terms of the
governing equations can be expressed by finite difference approximation as:
where f and h represent first-order fluxes and TVD flux limiters respectively. The TVD flux
limiters are functioned as anti-diffusion terms to recover the scheme to high-order accuracy. The
first-order fluxes and the TVD flux limiters are given below.
r . . f . .
fi+,,2 = max tO,(pU)_+,/_ + max tO,-(pU)m,_
hi+ll 2 --,
I,/4
where the minmod functions in the TVD flux limiters are written as:
d_+,,2 = sign(A_,+,/:)max{O, nfm[ A_,+, n ,13 sign (A_+,:_)A_,+,/2,,]}
The order Of accuracy of this scheme is determined by the parameters o_and 13. O_y thesec0nd-
order and third-order upwind schemes were used in this study. That is,
2n.or.eru w .
[+3: 3rd-order upwind
3-o_
_=_
1-o_
=
1
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Thecompressionfactor, 13,is usedto sharpenthecontactdiscontinuitiesandslip streamsfor
betterwavetrackingresolution.Otherschemesuchassecond-orderandthird-orderupwind
schemesanda second-ordercentralplusfourth-orderdissipationschemearealsoavailable,
throughinput dataselection,in thepresentflow solver. Theoptionusingcentral-difference
schemewith artifical dissipationhasbeenheavilybenchmarkedwith practicalrocketengine
nozzle,plume,andcombustiondrivenflow testsandapplicationsuchastheSpaceShuttleMain
Engine(SSME)performanceandnozzle/plumeflowfields(comparedwith JANNAF standard
codesandhot-fire testdata)5,SSMEstart-upandshut-downtransients1°,transientSSMEfuel
preburnerflow_i, Ramjetdumpcombustorflows12,integratedcombustionchamber(SSME,
SpaceTransportationMain Engine,40k)flow andheattransfer13,andbaseflow characteristics
for afour-engineclusterednozzleconfigurationTM.
Penalty Function Treatment of the Reaction Source Terms
For the gas-phase chemical reaction modeling, a general system of chemical reactions can
be written in terms of its stoichiometric coefficients (vij and vij' ) and the i-th chemical species
name (M i) of the j-th reaction as
y "o,u,= . oM,
i i
(15)
If we define the Arrhenius reaction rate for forward (RG) and backward (Rbj),
13_ k u_/ (16)
(17)
the net rate of change in the molar concentration of species i due to reactions j, Rij, can be written
as"
(18)
and the species production rate _ (in terms of mass fraction), is calculated by summing over all
reactions,
co, = _ Ro. (19)
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Theforwardreactionrate for eachof thereactionsisgivenby themodifiedArrheniuslaw
Ky_ = Aj T Bj exp (-R_) (20)
and the corresponding backward reaction rate is obtained using
Ky_ (21)
Kbj =_
Kej
where Kej is the equilibrium coefficient
Pl
Kej = (RT) i = l exp
n l(g,iv, _ g vii )Z, ij i
i=
RT
(22)
To solve the chemistry system equations numerically, an efficient penalty function
method _5is employed in the present study. In the penalty function method, the system of species
equations are solved by employing a small time step size based on the assigned tolerance (0.01
used in this study) for species mass fraction equation, that is
(23)
To ensure species conservation and element balance conditions, the species solutions are subject
to the following constraints:
and
_o_ i = 1.0 (24)
i
0.0<tx i <1.0 (25)
A penalty function is therefore devised to ensure the above constraints are met after every time
marching step. This function is defined as
k
. k > 0.0 (26)PF i = l'0-(_i for oti -o_ i
k
0_ -C_ i
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k= k < O. 0 (27)
-0_, for Ot_-Ct,k
The allowable changes in species mass fractions, which are the solutions of the species continuity
equations, are calculated by the following expression such that the second constraint, Eq. (25), is
satisfied,
xk+' = 0_ +(¢t_ -_ ).PFi (28)
where PF = min ( PF i ), i=l, 2, • • • • n. This procedure is a crucial requirement for the
numerical stability and accuracy of a the present model. The resulting limited changes are adjusted
so that they are proportional to the species source terms from which the In'st constraint, Eq. (24),
is satisfied. For transient reacting flow calculations, multiple steps of the penalty function
procedures are used to reach the flow time step size based on the operator-splitting point implicit
approach.
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The present flow solver supports various types of boundary conditions for the inlet, exit,
symmetry, wall, cyclic/zonal boundaries and singularity lines, etc. For subsonic inlets, fixed total
pressure or fixed mass conditions can be specified. For supersonic inlets, all flow variables are
fixed unless transient inlet boundary conditions are required. In case of incompressible flow
applications, only pressure field is extrapolated at the inlet boundaries. In the present application,
the free stream boundary around the nozzles is a modified subsonic inlet with fixed total pressure
boundary condition to allow air entrainment. This is accomplished by making two assumptions:
1) air entrainment boundaries are sufficiently far from the nozzles such that the flow is isentropic
and irrotational; 2) flow is allowed to entering through the air entrainment bounadries only.
Based on assumption 1), Bernoulli's equation is used to solve for the total velocity
q = [2(Po- Pe)/pc] °5 (29)
where subscript e indicating quantities extrapolated form the interior and Po is the ambient
stagnation pressure. Obtaining a total extrapolated velocity from the interior qc, we can compute
a total velocity at the air entrainemnt boundary as
q.+l = q_ + (o(q - q_) (30)
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whereco is defmed as a relaxation parameter. The flow directions are then extrapolated from the
interior. In order not to violate assumption 2), the total velocity is set to zero if the flow
directions indicating an outflow condition and the pressure is set to its ambient value.
RDIi70 is a regenerativeiy cooled, four-nozzle clustered engine which bums Kerosene
fuel with liquid oxygen and was used to thrust Energia launch vehicles. Thermochemical analysis 1
was performed for the thrust chamber at a nominal operating condition and the equilibrium
products at the nozzle exit were used as the input to the propulsion system. Table 1 shows the
computed flow properties at the chamber, throat and nozzle exit. CH19423 _ was used as the
chemical formula for Kerosene fuel.
Table 1. RD-170 thrust chamber equilibrium flow properties
Chamber Throat
P, atm. 241.96 139.45 0.6337
3877T, deg. K
Mach Number
Species Mole Fractions
0.000
3667
1.000
Nozzle Exit
1818
3.972
CO
CO2
H
HCO
HO2
H2
H20
H202
O
OH
O2
0.30671
0.16619
0.02245
0.00006
0.00010
0.07551
0.34357
0.00004
0.00988
0.05779
0.01768
0.30035
0.17879
0.01936
0.00004
0.00006
0.07349
0.35801
0.00002
0.00741
0.04820
0.01427
0.24569
0.26158
0.00016
0.00000
0.00000
0.09662
0.39591
0.00000
0.00000
0.00004
0.00000
It can be seen that a significant amount of CO (24.569%) existed at the nozzle exit. This
is the amount that could be dumped into the environemnt and can only be chemically reduced
through afterbuming. It can also be seen that there is no soot nor polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon fragments produced throughout the thrust chamber, although graphite carbon Nd
polycyclic aromatics were considered. This is to be expected under the nominal RD-170
operating condition at a near stoichiometric equivalence of 1.2939. Regenerative cooling is
another factor since there is no need for turbine exhaust dump inside the thrust chamber.
The inlet condition to the flame trench is supersonic and fLxed water mass flow rates are
specified along the deflector wall and other wall boundaries in the flame trench. The free stream
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aroundthe plumedownstream of the trench outlet is frozen at see-level condition with a wind
speed of 10 ft/sec. At exit boundaries, direct extrapolation (for supersonic outlet only), fixed
mass or fixed pressure at a point boundary conditions can be specified. The fixed pressure
boundary condition was used in this study for the downstream plume outlet boundary. For
symmetry planes, which are the center planes of the computational domain, zero gradient
boundary conditions are applied for all scalars and tangency conditions are imposed for the
velocity vectors. Non-slip boundary conditions are employed for the momentum equations at
solid wall boundaries. Wall-normal zero gradient pressure boundary conditions are used in the
code. Isothermal or adiabatic wall boundary conditions can be specified separately for each wall
segment. In the case of turbulent flow computations using high-Reynolds number turbulence
models, wall function approaches 7'8 are employed, which is the case in the present study.
FINITE-RATE AFTERBURNING KINETICS
To accurately predict the contaminant concentrations of the exhaust plume, f'mite-rate
chemical kinetics are included in the numerical modeling. The plume chemistry occurring in the
flame-bucket/Test-stand flow physics includes the afterburning of CO to CO2, thermal NOx
formation and decomposition, counter-afterburning effect on CO conversion due to water
quenching and its reduction effect on NOR formation. These are described with a wet CO (12
reactions) and a thermal NO (6 reactions) finite-rate mechanisms, as shown in Table 2. The well-
known Zeldovich mehcanism is included in the thermal NO chemistry. For computational
efficiency, only NO is considered in this work since other species of the NOR family such as NO2 is
converted from NO and usually exists in trace amount. Their existence is hence included in the
NO as "equivalent NO". The wet CO and thermal NO mechanisms are sub-sets of a combustion
kinetics model for complex hydrocarbon (coal derived) fuels developed for Department of
Energy _6'17'1s. Their reaction rates, in Arrhenius law form, have been validated with Jet-stirred
combustor data, including blow-out limits, shock-tube measurements of ignition delay times TM,
and turbulent diffusion flames and flat flames data 19, In addition, the thermal NOR reactions have
also been benchmarked with an industrial burner data 2°.
The formation of thermal NO is significantly influenced by flame temperature than other
types of NO, e.g., the fuel NO resulting from nitrogen compounds contained in the fuel. Its
strong dependence on temperature results from both the temperature dependence of the forward
rate constant of reaction O + N2 = N + NO and the sensitivity of O atom equilibrium
concentration to temperature. Production of thermal NO is generally negligible at low
temperatures. It is therefore expected that most of the thermal NO will be formed in the flame
front, .i.e., the plume mixing layer near the exit plane of the nozzles.
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Table 2. Afterbuming chemical kinetics
Reaction A
Wet CO Mechanism
H2 + 02 = OH + OH
OH + H2 - H20 + H
OH + OH + O + H20
O+H2=H+OH
H+O2=O+OH
M+O+H=OH+M
M+O+O=O2+M
M+H+H=H2+M
M +H + OH = H20+ M
CO + OH = H + CO2
CO + 02 = CO2 + O
CO + O + M = CO2 + M
[ a I ErR
Thermal NO Mechanism
O+N2=N+NO
N2 + 02 + NO + NO
NO + O = 02 + N
M+NO=O+N+M
N + OH = NO + H
CO2 + N = CO + NO
1.7000E13 0 2.4070E4
2.1900E13 0 2.5900E3
6.0230E12 0 5.5000E2
1.8000El0 1.0 4.4800E3
1.2200E17 -0.91 8.3690E3
1.0000El6 " 0 0
2.5500E18 - 1.0 5.9390E4
5.0000E15 0 0
8.4000E21 -2.0 0
4.0000E12 0 4.0300E3
3.0000E12 0 2.5000E4
6.0000E13 0 0
1.3600E14 0 3.7750E4
9.1000E24 -2.5 6.4600E4
1.5500E9 1.0 1.9450E4
2.2700E17 -0.5 7.4900E4
4.0000E13 0 0
2.0000El 1 -0.5 4.0000E3
* M stands for third-body collision partner
COMPUTATIONAL GRID GENERATION
The grid generation for the nozzles and test stand was performed using an EZSURF
code 2_. It was used to interactively create the edge curves of the nozzle exits, aspirator, flame
deflector and multi-zone block edges. The initial surfaces were then generated using transfinite
interpolation in EZSURF. The flame deflector and nozzle exit surfaces were then elliptically
smoothed. Further work was done on the nozzle exit surfaces using Bezier curve and local
redistribution in EZSURF. The volume grid for the first block (Zone 1) was created using two
linear stackings; one from the top of the block to the nozzle exit plane and then another form the
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nozzle exit plane to the bottom of the aspirator. The flame deflector block (Zone 2) and
subsequentexternalambience(Zone3) volumegridswerecreatedusingtransfiniteinterpolation.
The F1 Test Stand,standing230feet tall with a flamebucket(deflector)attachedto the
aspirator,was usedto testF1 engineswith whichSaturnlaunchvehicleswere propelled. Not
only doestheflamebucketquenchestherocketexhaustplumewith delugewater,but alsoturns
theverticalflowing exhaustplumeto thatof ahorizontaldirection,afterwhichtheplumeexpands
anddissipatesinto the atmosphere.Fig. 1 showsthe computationaldomianfor the F-1 Stand.
TheRD-170engineis mountedvertically,fning downinto theflamebucket. Due to symmetry,
only half of thedomainwasactuallycomputed.Thefour RD-170nozzles(mountedbeneaththe
platform that is not modeled)andtheaspiratoraredescribedby Zone l which contains63,360
grid points (72x40x22).The aspiratoritself is mountedon top of theflamebucketsuchthat the
air entrainmentcanbepromotedandtheplumesarecenteredwhile impingingat apredetermined
areain the flamebucket(approximately45-degreeelbowat thebottom). Ambient air is allowed
to beentrainedthroughthetop andfour sideboundariesof Zone1. Theflamebucketis modeled
by Zone2 which composesof 72,000grid points(72x40x25). The plumesare then quenched
throughwaterdelugeinjectingfrom all fourwalls insidethebucket.Thewaterinjectionpatternis
designedassuchthat mostof thewaterinjectsat theplumeimpingementarea.
After passingthroughthe flamebucket(Zone2), the quenchedplumesexpandinto the
vast surroundingatmosphere(Zone3) which is describedby 156,975grid points (91x69x25).
Therelativesizesandloactionsof all threezoneareshownin Fig. 2. Total numberof grid points
usedin thisstudywas292,335.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
A frozenchemistryanalysiswasperformedat fh-stfor a smallperiodof elapsedtime in
order to establishan initial plumein thesystem.This not only preparedfor the initial flowfields
for the computationof subsequentparallel finite-ratechemistryand finite-rate chemistrywith
water-quenchingcases,but alsoservedasanexcellentcheckof massconservationusingcarbon
balance. This procedureis allowedsincethe total pollutant emissionrates during a nominal
steadyRD-170hot-firing aredesiredandnot thoseof anactualstart-upsequence.The goalsare
thereforeto computethegrowth rateof NO andthedisappearancerate of CO until they achieve
asymptoticstates.
Fig. 3 shows the computedvelocity vectorscolored by Mach number contours to
representthe entrainedair surroundingthe bulk rocket plumes. Entrainedfrom surroundings
close to the open platform, the air acceleratedand mixedwith the plume bounadrylayer and
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enteredthe opening of the aspirator, where it continuously mixed with the advancing plume
bounadry layer. In addition to cooling and dilution of the contaminant, the entrained air also
provides the source of reactants for afterbuming and thermal NO formation. Due to a backward-
facing step geometry between the aspirator and the flame bucket, flow recirculation patterns
formed underneath the aspirator.
Fig. 4 shows the computed temperature contours for the water-quenching case. Water jet
vectors are shown for the top and bottom walls. The water jets at the back wall are mostly
blocked out by the center temperature contours, whereas the water jets from the front wail are not
shown for clarity. Most of the thermal NO is formed near the aspirator level where it has the
most mixing and the hottest temperature. This is in agreement with the characteristics of the
Zeldovich mechanism. It can also be seen that the plumes impinge on the 45-degree bend section
of the flame bucket where it encounters the most water-quenching, that agrees with the original
design. The quenched plumes then turn and partially hit the outer wall, where it moves
horizontaly out, following the direction of the flame bucket.
Fig. '5 shows the comparisons of averaged mass fraction in the system for species CO,
CO2, NO and OH, with respect to elapsed time. The averaged mass fraction for CO in the add
water-quenching case is more than that of the purely finite-rate chemistry case due to the counter
after-burning effect of deluge water, and vice versa for that of CO2. The higher level of OH in
the finite-rate case shows a higher degree of after-burning reaction, due to higher overall plume
temperature without water-quenching. Total NO production drops significantly in the add water-
quenching case. The concentraion of NO in the add water-quenching case is almost two orders of
magnitude lower than that in the finite-rate chemistry only case. This is not surprising since the
extent of thermal NO formation depends heavily on the local temperature. The effect of water
deluge on the formation of NO is the reduction in peak temperature caused by the heat capacity of
water.
The computed growth of plume volumes is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the
growth rates of the plumes have reached their approximate asymptotic states. Obviously, the
plume energy of the finite-rate chemistry is higher than that of the add water-quenching case.
Correspondingly, the plume volume growth rate of the finite-rate case is larger than that of the
add water-quenching case. It is anticipated that the characteristics of computed growth of plume
energies would be similar to those of plume volumes. These CFD results ultimately serve as the
basis (input) for the subsequent meteorological cloud dispersion calculation, where the plume
volume growth rate helps determining the eventual plume size and the plume energy growth rate
helps determining the magnitude the plume buoyancy force.
A comparison of the calculated criteria pollutant total emission rates for RD-170 with
those measured for other Kerosene-fueled engines 22 is shown in Table 3. Since thrust levels are
quite different, the measured emission rates were extrapolated to a RD-170 level by thrust ratios.
Although the operations of the engines and test stands are vastly different, and there is a question
on whether the point sampling technique used in the measurement representative of the whole
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plume. The agreementin terms of order-of-magnitudefor theseenginesis reasonableand
encouraging.AmongRD-170CFD computations,theemissionrateof CO is maximumand that
of NO is zero for the frozenchemistrycase,sinceafterburningreactionsare not turned on,
whereasthe effectof waterdelugehasreducedthe CO conversionrate from 83% of the t-mite-
rate chemistry case to that of 67%. This is of interest since the effect of water deluge also has
reduced the NOx production by 95%.
Table 3. Total emission rates
Engine Thrust, lbf NO_, lb/sec
MA5B/hot- ftring 370,000 5.4/25.9" 133/641 °
MA3S/hot-firing 165,000 2.7/29.1 ° 210/2,266"
MA3B/hot-f'tring 60,000 1.5/45.6 ° 138/4,111 °
RS27/laot-fuing 205,000 1.2/10.6" 94/820"
RD-170/CFD
Frozen 1,777,000 1,382
Finite-Rate 1,777,000 8.0 232
Add Water 1,777,000 0.4
"based on extrapolation of measured emission rate to a RD-170 by thrust ratio
CO, llgsec
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CONCLUSION
A 3D viscous flow, pressure based CFD technology has been developed topredict the
contaminant emissions from ground-based rocket engine RD-170 propulsion testing. Pertinent
test stand flow physics such as the multiple-nozzle clustered engine plume interaction, aspiration
from base and aspirator, plume mixing with entrained air that resulted in contaminant dilution and
afterburning, counter-afterburning due to flame bucket water-quenching, plume impingement on
the flame bucket, and restricted multiple-plume expansion and turning, have been predicted. The
predicted criteria pollutant total emission rates agreed reasonably well with those of the existing
hydrocarbon engine hot-f'ning test data. This resultant technology has potential applications in
actual rocket launches and in the development of air-breathing engines.
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